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Additional case study 
 
This case illustrates how branding can help to reposition a firm in a competitive business 
marketplace.  
 
A brand repositioning campaign for a B2B company 
 
Although hugely focussed on the creative dilemmas of branding, Scott Mckee, a B2B brand 
consultant, provides some entertaining case studies of B2B branding in his book (McKee 2010). 
One of these is a brand launch that was commissioned by a firm called Marketscan. Marketscan is 
a UK-based provider of B2B and B2C data list services to client organizations. It is a medium-
sized, family-run company that faces heavy competition in a fairly commoditized market. In order 
to help the firm stand out in the marketplace, McKee was hired to reposition and redefine 
Marketscan’s brand over a period of several months. 
 
He explains that, working with the company’s management team, he discovered the end product 
of data could be purchased from almost any data provider in the sector, but the service that 
accompanied the data could be extremely variable. While rivals could often provide data at a lower 
cost, unlike Marketscan they could not all offer a team of experienced data professionals skilled in 
rapidly manipulating, analysing and presenting the data to suit clients’ needs. As Mckee (2009: 
149) puts it: ‘We learned that Marketscan wasn’t just about the data...In the minds of...prospective 
customers the brand’s value was in the service provided by the Marketscan people’. 
 
Thus it was decided to build a ‘creative platform’ for the brand around Marketscan’s employees. 
The plan was to portray these people as ‘heroic’ and ‘superhuman’, and making extraordinary 
efforts to satisfy customers’ requirements. The supporting creative materials were quite a jump for 
Marketscan’s management to take, in what is traditionally a fairly conventional market. They 
depicted people as mock superheroes, ‘dressed badly, in baggy tights wearing orange Y-fronts on 
the outside’. (PDF files of full colour images of the campaign materials can be downloaded from 
the website of Scott McKee’s book at www.goodfellowpublishers.com.) 
 
These creative images were applied across B2B communications media, both on and off line, 
including the firm’s website, adverting and exhibition stands. The text accompanying the 
advertisements was quite humorous. Marketscan also undertook internal marketing by engaging 
its staff in a launch party just prior to the official brand relaunch. Everyone in the office, including 
the MD, attended the party in superhero costumes, eating specially decorated superhero cake and 
drinking from newly branded superhero cups, while they spoke to customers. The repositioning 
campaign was a great success, delivering a 400% increase in inbound sales calls and a 60% 
increase in online order values. Indeed, the firm was still using the foundations of the branding 
strategy in their marcomms five years later. 
 
Source: McKee, S (2010) Creative B2B Branding (no really): building a creative brand in a 
business world, Woodeaton: Goodfellow Publisher Ltd. 
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Some questions suggested by the case include: 
 

1. Do you think that B2B branding undertaken in the unconventional manner that Marketscan 
achieved would be equally successful in other business sectors? Think of a variety of B2B 
product and service markets that might benefit from such an approach. 

2. What are some of the potential risks to a firm’s market position in attempting to be this 
creative in their approach? 

Moreover, as well as considering these questions, you should note that the case can be linked to 
Chapter 9 of the textbook (on Business Services) as it shows how consultancies can offer a good 
marketing service to corporate clients. It can also be read alongside Chapter 11 as it illustrates 
B2B Marketing Communications in action. 
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